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Sound health is one of the biggest gifts of God to us. According to Hindu mythology ailments are the result of our past karmas. The planetary

position at the time of our birth decides the ratio of blessings we get from the planets. Our horoscope can give us an idea of deficiency,

probable disease, proneness to accidents and injury etc. As it is well said 'Precaution is better than cure', we can do necessary remedies to at

least minimize the intensity of the trouble that we may have. Moreover, through horoscope we can have an idea of the stress period

regarding our health. In this Health Report we will give you a detailed analysis of your resistance power, your food and other habits affecting

your health, threat of the ailment that you may have, difficult period regarding your health, necessary precautions and remedies for a

sound health. For the complete analysis we would touch the following points:

Ascendant is the rising sign in the eastern horizon at the time of your birth. The Ascendant and the ascendant lord decide your body

constitution, your inner strength, well being and your resistance power.

Under the impact of this watery sign you have a very sensitive heart and a very emotional nature. This sign is ruled by the most benevolent

planet Jupiter which makes you religious and spiritualistic. You lend supportive hand and moral support when required by anyone and

expect the same, when this love and attachment is not reciprocated, you feel dejected and frustrated. Your imagination knows no

boundary; vivid and beyond limits. With this power of imagery, you can reach to new conclusions and facts which may escape from the eyes

of others. As you are extremely sensitive, you take every caution not to hurt anyone and if you do it even unknowing you feel guilt. You

usually create your own world with your vivid imagination which is more as per fairy tale and far away from the realities of life. You can

present an excellent critical analysis of a piece of art of which you may not even be a master. You are very understanding and can judge the

mood of your near ones easily but often ignore your own and compromise. Your emotional fluctuations create mental distress for you.

Your deep faith in almighty helps you explore the depths in spiritualism and philosophy. Due to this enlightenment, you prove to be very

good counselors. You have a flair for teaching. You have a fascination for traveling to off places as this gives you the feeling of independence

and freedom for which you have a great quest. Places near water fascinate you. Over sensitivity of your nature often creates difficult

situations for you. Living in your own world of fantasy it becomes very hard for you to accept the hard realities of life. When you find it

difficult to keep pace with this world you develop lack of confidence and always look for a support in making decisions. Your strong

sentimental attachments often make you very possessive up to jealously. If hurt emotionally, you develop self destructive tendencies which

may prove fatal. You need to learn to be more practical.

Your Ascendant lord Jupiter is posited in 12 house and is retrograde. Retrograde Jupiter is aspecting retrograde Mercury and might have

caused certain problems relating to mother. Worries towards mother have been very occasional affecting you also at certain moments. This

is exactly not a disease but you may have a passion towards motherly treatment from every corner. Here also there may be sense of

insecurity prevailing in your mind at the time of stress. Clouds of frustration may be occasional and all these vanish when you feel happiness

from somewhere. You are sound psychologically yet circumstances drive you to extreme zones of frustration. Any how you are advised not

to give weitage to doubts in your mind which don't have proper base.

Your eighth lord Venus is placed in Taurus and don't have any co-relation with sixth lord Saturn. This sort of configuration reveals that you

don't inherit causes of disease from the past life, so, what ever is the health problem, it is always curable.

You possess a passion and your personality has a mysterious fold. Saturn and Jupiter have their influence on this Nakshatra. Oration skill is

your power and you know the means to earn money. You are futuristic and have a clear vision. You hate dependency. With an active brain
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and philosophical wisdom you believe in creating new and original paths. You prove to be sincere and hard working people. You believe in

ending up with whatever has been assigned to you. For your desired results, you don't hesitate to try your hands in even something

negative. Something very admirable in your personality is your strong devotion especially for those whom who respect. You can give your

every belonging to those you love. You have a strong capacity to fit in the environment and structure around you. You always have

something parallel going on.

You generally analyze your day-to-day activities and as an impartial critic, criticize your own bad deeds and repent on them. You have a

strong power of transformation. The negative human traits inside you have the power to transform into the benefic energy or excellent

piece of art.Your rebellious nature and conflicting ideas within the mind will find you in a state of restlessness and sometimes inclined to bad

habits. You have to resist hard to come back to normalcy. You take your emotions to extreme and become revengeful. You are aware of the

dark shades of life and believe in experimenting even if it is extreme of violence. Strong feelings many a times go negative.

Aquarius is the fixed sign ruled by Saturn. Your moon situated here will give lot of suddenness in results i.e. sudden

elevations and sudden depressions. You have an artistic bent and an intelligent mind. You are blessed with strong intuition power which you

need to explore and strengthen. You possess an enigma in your personality. Your ideas and planning's are good and as per the need of the

time but you are lazy in executing your plans. You are emotional and understand other's emotions also. You possess the power of healing.

The number of your opponents is usually high and you often suffer mental worries and miseries due to them. You have to check the feelings

of solitude and loneliness that often dominates you and you feel depressed.

You can be excellent in some sort of craftsmanship. You are blessed with this art of reformation. You have to come

up of the laziness of your behaviour to exhibit your talent.

Moon in Aquarius in conjunction with Jupiter and special aspect of Mars provides you good health but may cause

occasional trouble relating to either watery elements in the body or problems relating to blood. All together major period of Mercury

inclines to inflict problems relating to bacterial infections or skin. In future this may have co-relation with the problems relating to your

children.

Cancer is a moveable and watery sign, ruled by Moon, the planet of soft emotions.

Mars, a fiery planet is in watery sign 'cancer' in your birth chart. This makes you fickle minded. You are very imaginative. You fly on the wings

of imagination. You have strong feeling of domestic life but fond of personal freedom. You are bold, fearless therefore you rebel against

authorities. You may earn through aqua products.

You are ambitious but dependent on others, you have sudden out bursts of temper and irritable tendencies. You inherit wealth.

You have weak body constitution. You may have some troubles regarding eyesight. You have to come up of your lethargic traits and put in

more efforts rather consistent efforts for better results. Temperamental shoot ups are very frequent, alarming for your health.

Taurus is a fixed, and earthy sign and ruled by Venus. In your birth chart Venus is placed in her own sign which blesses you with a strong

power, deep feelings, simple and direct approach to love, practicality, simplicity and faithfulness.

You are fond of comforts and luxuries of life for which Venus is conferring on you good financial gains through your own efforts. You very

well know about your desires and you have a great determination to fulfill them patiently. You are friendly and social, everybody wants your

company hence you are a good companion, good business partner and a reliable friend too. You like maintained decorum, correct speech.

You are a little suspicious about persons, therefore your policy for people is try & prove yourself and be a friend or partner. You can wait for a

right persons to come along and you will provide them comforts and security. You are a real admirer of beauty and reliability. You should be

a little cautious about your eyes, throat and neck.

Gemini is an airy and dual sign ruled by the Master Mercury himself. Mercury significator or speech is present in his own sign Gemini in your

horoscope and makes you talkative and boastful. You may get indulge in self-praise many a times. Your mother will favour you.

Your source of earning may be many. You are active as well as tactful and earn comforts of life. You don't hesitate in doing physical labour.

You can be a good and emotional poet. You are fond of good clothes and good food. You are independent in your thoughts & ideas. You have

a tendency to fall in arguments. You may lead to prosperity through predictive sciences.

Vedic Astrology reveals that causes of diseases are hidden in the signs which are afflicted by malefic planets. The major source of

information is the zodiac sign places in the sixth house of your horoscope which is Leo in your case, so , the zone of sickness extends from

Gemini to Leo. This indicates the ailments related to middle and lower abdomen. Your throat region may also be afflicted. In addition to this

Mars being aspected by Dragon 's head reflects about disorders related to blood. All this never means that everything will happen

simultaneously. In the long course of life, all this may appear when you witness adverse motion of planets.

Currently you are running through major period Mercury sub period Venus and sub-sub period Mercury up to 21 June 2007. This is a

special period in which you should take care of your health and personal relations. Mentally you will feel insecure and worried. You have to

fight against feelings of frustration. You have to bear a rough weather inside your home. You may have to perform long journey. Your mother
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Moon inAquarius -

Mars in debilitation (Cancer):-

Venus in Taurus: -

Mercury in Gemini: -
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may also not feel well during the whole period yet there is nothing serious which may harm you badly.

The Dragon's tail will have its influence from 21 June'07 to 21 August'07. This is the period of expenditure and may create problems in the

cordial relations with someone.

Major period of Mercury and sub period of Sun is with effect from 21 August'07 to 26 June '08. This sub period may bring some sort of

financial requirements for which you have to either borrow money from somewhere or may try for institutional finance. Expenditure on

medicine is more likely during this period. You may desire to shift to some other place or may change your working place. This may be period

of great resentment from blood relations.

Planetary influences are more adverse in evidence these days yet Jupiter will be transiting Sagittarius in a protecting capacity and will save

you from any harsh conditions. This will provide you sufficient courage as well as help from all such corner which you might have never

expected. Your income is likely to increase and you will get remunerations in more proportions. You will visit frequently near to your birth

place. You may hear something important from your father. You will also be praised some where in public place. This is a difficult phase

health wise but you will have sufficient courage to pass this period. After June 2008 you will be cooler, influential and earning more. It may

be more important period from your establishment point of view.

You should wear in silver in the ring finger of right hand on Monday and Yellow Topaz in the index finger of right hand on Thursday for

better results.
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